
Somerset Hills Country Club 
Bernardsville, NJ 

 
 
Architect: A.W. Tillinghast (1917) 
 
  Par Yardage Rating  Slope 
Blue  71 6659  72.2  132 
White  71 6235  70.1  127 
Red  72 5643  73.8  138 
 
 
 
Overview: 
 
 Somerset Hills represents the old and traditional with a discrete clubhouse and civilized and understated 
approach to everything. At Somerset Hills, they don't have to try to impress, because they are the genuine 
article. The small clubhouse, pro shop and outdoor deck fit perfectly into the New Jersey small town landscape 
and have an aura that can't be bought and only develops with age and a respect for the past. The course has a 
number of  perfectly manicured grass tennis courts, confirming its gentrified and genteel approach as a private 
club.  Even the halfway house is just some bottled drinks, ginger snaps, crackers with add your own  
cheddar cheese or peanut butter.  Pick up the yardage book-it is a collectible relic all to its own. 
 
 An appealing aspect of A.W. Tillinghast's work is, strangely enough, the lack of identifying 
characteristics. The player would be hard pressed to tell that the same architect designed the courses at Winged 
Foot,  Baltusrol, San Francisco Golf Club, Bethpage (Black) and Somerset Hills. Think of the striking features 
of each: Winged Foot (West) with its length, raised, severe greens and deep bunkers; Baltusrol (Lower) with its 
low-profile look; San Francisco with its flashy bunkers stylishly spread at all sorts of angles in the broad 
fairways; Bethpage (Black) with its huge, sprawling scale and Somerset Hills with its terrific set of greens and 
its charming layout.  Tillinghast's style (or lack thereof) is an indicator that, unlike many of today's architects, 
Tillinghast was not hell-bent on leaving his 'mark.' He fit the course onto the available land without forcing his 
imprint onto the land. 
 
 Variety is the key to Somerset Hills- variety of terrain, variety of length of holes, variety of approach 
shots and variety of greens. With the fairly open front nine laid out on and around an old racetrack and the back 
nine through rolling wooded terrain with streams and a pond, one would think the course would have a Jekyll 
and Hyde character. However, the course flows well,  the par threes are perfectly balanced at 175, 220, 145 and 
165 yards while the par fours have several big two-shotters (the 1st, 4th, 7th and 13th), several short ones (the 
5th, 17th and 18th) and those very appealing ones in between.  Par fives may be the weakest holes but they are 
not without feature interest themselves.   
 
 
 
 
 
 



 These greens are unlike anything we see today-they are severe, almost random in their severity-full of 
odd humps and bumps and an occasional unplayable section.  To play well here a player must pay attention to 
the specifics of each green and know where to leave it and where not to leave it.  If the greens are carrying any 
speed the day you play them this goes double.   
 
 For the really discriminating golf mind this is a very special place to play.  It is just a delightful 
sequence of interesting golf challenges and it is totally playable even the first time out.  It is simple, unchanged 
from its original intent, just a bottled piece of the past. 
 
  
Hole-by-Hole: 
 
#1 Orchard   Par 4  448/406 Yards   
 
 Tillinghast went with the 'difficult start' philosophy at Somerset Hills-this long par four will test you 
very early in the day. This hole plays through an old orchard and is a very testing long par four that doglegs to 
the right.  Drive to left center and you are likely to have all you can hit to a green set below you.  Green is very 
accessible-as most of them will be today-with deep bunkers skirting the right side of the green.  The green 
pitches to the front and right so try to feed it on from the left in. 
 
#2 Redan  Par 3  175/165 
 
 Tillinghast's own take on Redans were that 'some of the most interesting holes are those where the best 
line of the flag is not direct.' He delivered on this point at the second hole.  The shot is really not downhill at all-
despite the sensation that the green is below you standing on the tee.  The green is almost 40 yards deep but the 
narrowness, diagonal setting, and pitch of the green give you very little to work with.  The severity of the falloff 
back left means you have to use the high mound about a third of the way into the right portion of the green to 
control shots to all pin placements.  To a center pin you want it to land just 10 yards onto the green-for the back 
pin 20 yards.  For the front pin it would have to be a dart just two paces onto the surface.  If you thought the 
shot in was an adventure wait until you have to putt it here-speed and pitch together make for a really 
adventurous two putt.  Success on this hole, in and of itself, makes the entire afternoon a golf experience to 
remember. 
  
#3 Bunker Hill  Par 4  378/358 
 
 By the time you have finished this hole you will not doubt that variety is the calling on this course.   
This is a shortish slightly uphill par four-simple drive to left center will do but you really need to hit it long here 
to give yourself a little swag on the approach into this very elevated green setting.  Being in the fairway bunkers 
on either side will mean you have no chance to reach the green.  The shot up the hill is a good club and a half 
longer to the pulpit green you are trying to reach-any meek approach will tumble back down to the bottom of 
the face hill leaving a major elevation pitch.  Cross bunker in front is about 40 yards short of the surface and he 
has very deep bunkers skirting both sides of the green that you really do not want to experience.  Good news is 
the green is very receptive to an aggressive shot so be bold when picking your approach club. 
 
 
 



 
#4 Dolomites  Par 4  427/418 
 
 You will see a bunch of mid-range par fours that play longer because of the subtle elevation changes 
through the hole.  This one is very straight off the tee but from the landing area to the green it starts to ramp 
slowly and then more dramatically from 100 yards in at the mounded pimple bunkers on the right.  The raised 
green is open in front and pitches back to front-so it should be receptive to a long club.  Tear drop mounds 
coalesce the entire perimeter of the green-giving it a very old school look-one deep bunker off the front right of 
the green.  On the tee pay attention to the fact that the driving range balls may be raining over your right 
shoulder-they wedged the practice tee between this hole and number ten fairway. 
 
#5 Nairn  Par 4 343/329   
 
 The fifth hole kind of completes the variety theme with a quirky short par four named "Nairn".  Hit your 
driver because you have to carry the ravine and adjacent cross bunker about 190 yards out from the tee and the 
landing area is very generous.  Aim just inside the three pines you see in the distance near the putting surface- 
there is a series of pot bunkers and mounding defining the right side of the driving area from 250 yards back to 
the tee.  Once safely in the fairway, you have a short iron across two very deep bunkers you can ill afford to 
visit to an undulating green design that Tillinghast used on several holes at Somerset Hills. There is a large 
elephant rump buried in the back right corner of the green that defines the parameters for your approach shot.   
Walking off this green you will be shaking your head trying to figure out how 350 yards can have so many 
vagarities built into it. 
 
#6 Plateau  Par 5  501/465  
 
 The par five, sixth hole "Plateau" has the outline of the old racetrack still running through the fairway. 
You can see where the track went around the edge of the property, through the sixth and seventh fairways and 
where it turns at the end of the seventh fairway and heads back toward the clubhouse.  This is a demanding hole 
not because of length but because of position.  The hole dogears hard right just after the tee ball landing area-
you want to drive it left center at the right edge of the left fairway bunker to have a clear look up the hole to the  
second shot layup area.  Your layup should be about 200 yards across a deep fairway infarction at 180 to the 
110 mark in the center of the fairway right of the left fairway bunker.  The green is 34 yards deep-so you have 
lots to shoot at-but it is distinctly tiered across the center so you will have to advance your approach to the 
proper tier where the flag resides to have a reasonable birdie opportunity. 
 
#7 Racetrack  Par 4  445/402 
 
 Back to the monster four par length here though the second shot plays to a green well below you 
if you are in striking distance after your drive.  Hit a behemoth one to center and hope you climb well up the 
hill.  Fairway bunkers dot the left side of the rough all the way in and around the green but they really serve 
mostly as visual parameters to framing your next shot.  Hit all you have in your bag at the open front of the 
green that slopes toward you and from the right at about 2:30.  It is likely to take a deft pitch and a putt if you 
are to steal a par here.  The look down this hill from the tee ball landing area is a sight to behold. 
 
 
 



 
#8 Dip  Par 3 230/194 
 
 You have to be insane to consider playing this hole from the tips-straight jackets in all sizes are available 
in the closet behind the back tee.  From the main tee it is 190ish playing about 200 to a green set slightly above 
you across the forbidden dip.  There are bunkers short right of the green set off the surface about ten paces and  
a nest of smaller pot bunkers skirting the left of the green.  This may be one of the most severely pitched greens 
you face all day though it does not appear to be as you walk up to the green.  Tipped back to front any pitch or 
putt from behind the flag will be rippin fast-any thing the opposite will be grindingly slow.   
 
#9 Westward Ho  Par 4  529/514 
 
 This is a perfect example of a style of hole that just is not built anymore.  Tillinghast used the given 
terrain to take what he could and fashioned a very technical short five par to fit it.  Drive is straight away to the 
center of the fairway left of the barn that sits on the right elbow of the dog leg.  Now the hole turns ninety 
degrees to the left toward the clubhouse and you have to elevate your long layup club over a transition area of 
long grass and deep bunkers.  The back of this area is 260 from the tee and 265 from the green.  Best layup 
seems to be around 100 yards in the left center of the fairway to get a good look at a very small green set on a 
diagonal 5 to 11.  The real costly mistake on this hole is in any approach that misses left of the green-bunkers sit 
a good fifteen fee below the putting surface to keep your wayward ball out of the pro shop and up and down 
from there is more than problematic.  There is fall off behind and right of the green but these pitches are at least 
playable.  Don’t miss the ginger snaps in the half way house next to the pro shot-they pack a sharp zing for your 
tongue that will appropriately awaken you for the greater challenge ahead. 
 
#10  Sunningdale  Par 5 496/480 
 
 Second par five in a row-last one you will see this afternoon.  The drive is picturesque from a high tee to 
a generous landing area below you beside the practice range.  From there in the hole ramps steadily toward a 
raised green setting.  Your layup should be as far up the hole as you can hit it to give you a very short approach 
into a tiered green pinched by bunkers.  The transition in this green is 8 to 2 and the back left corner is a very 
small area to play to if they put the flag back there.  This should be a scoring opportunity if you don’t try 
anything crazy. 
 
#11 Perfection  Par 4  412/388 
 
 The most interesting sequence of the course begins with the eleventh hole, aptly named "Perfection". It 
is a difficult technical par four. From the tee it is not obvious that this is a severe dogleg right-the green you see 
in the distance across the water is not your ultimate target until a hole later.  This hole requires the golfer to hit 
the tee shot through a narrow chute of trees to a landing area that slopes left to right down a hill toward a creek 
that crosses the fairway in the nook of the dogleg. Shots hit too far to the right are blocked out, leaving no 
approach to the green, so the tee shot requires precision and the appropriate position to left center. 
 
 From the landing area the approach is a mid to short iron across the creek to a wildly undulating alcove 
green set above a big bunker on the left.  The green has a spine set 5:30 to 11:30 so you can turn over an 
approach shot off that ridge to a pin on the left of the green to take the bunker out of play.  All pitching and 
putting on this green will present a significant challenge-par is a very good score here. 



 
 
#12 Despair  Par 3  151/130 
 
 A treasure in American golf-a natural water par three with all the right parameters. The lake short and 
left of the green grabs the player's attention, but the sloping green from right to left is the hole's real defense. 
The farther right and away from the water the golfer plays, the less his chances of making par. Conversely, one 
can use the green's slope to feed the ball toward the left hole locations. Middle to short iron with a soft draw at 
the right center of the green will leave an attack angle at most pins.  You have to stand on this tee with real 
confidence-he is counting on wavering intention as his major defense of this hole.  Tillinghast believed the 
quality of a course's par threes went a long way in determining the overall quality of the course in general.   
This one helps to set a very high standard for Somerset Hills. 
 
#13  Corner  Par 4  409/391 
 
 The next three par fours will really maintain your attention-three holes that each stand out for their own 
distinction.  This middle length par four is a straight away drive to center up the ramped landing area.  The 
green that sits below you across a nest of fairway pot bunkers at 60 yards is unlike anything you have seen 
elsewhere.  It is called a “Biarritz” green named from the golf course in France where the first-known biarritz 
was constructed. The characteristic of this green is a deep gully bisecting its middle. The gully, which is 
manicured the same as the rest of the green, runs from side-to-side and it is deep and wide enough to hold a 
puttable pin position.   Any approach shot-from the fairway or greenside must use the contour of this gully to 
manage the final position of the approach.  A pin in front of the gully or behind will be impossible to putt to if 
the gully is between your ball and the hole. This is another walk to the next tee that will have you shaking your 
head for “what could have been”.  
 
#14  Ridge  Par 4  416/372 
 
 This runs parallel and opposite to the previous hole so you will have a similar sequence of a drive into 
an uphill landing area and an approach to a downhill green.  But the similarity  stops there because the green 
setting on this one is totally unique in its own way.  Drive to center and you are looking at a green setting below 
you a good club and half shorter than its distance.  Deep bunkers are set short and left of the green and bunkers 
frame the right side for your eye as well.  Good news is there is open down sloped access to the right half of the 
green so you can actually feed your approach onto the green for the front pin positions.  Beware that there is a 
funneling effect about a third of the way onto the green into the right greenside bunker so you cannot have it 
wandering right coming in.  Big tiering across the center of the green half way back so the back pins will take 
an all air approach.  Much like you saw at number seven-standing at the top of the hill looking down at the 
green is a snap shot to remember. 
 
#15 Happy Valley  Par 4  407/375 
 
 The par four fifteenth hole, named, "Happy Valley," is a world class hole. You can see the strategic 
options off the tee, which allows a player to hit safely to the left, or to choose a bolder line over the bunker and 
be rewarded by cutting off the corner of the dogleg and advancing the ball significantly down the hill toward the 
green. You can see the big left to right slope in the fairway as it plunges down the hill toward a small green 
protected by a babbling brook in front and on the left side by the creek and a weeping willow tree. 



 
 While the hole does not have great eye appeal from the tee, the player faces one great view as he comes 
around the corner to look down at the angled green set inches behind a the creek and tucked into the trees. If 
you have played the tenth at Augustine Golf Club in Stafford, Virginia you have the same pristine, natural lay 
of a golf hole here.   The green is ample to accommodate the longer approach but has more than its share of 
rolls to fend off any shots without purpose.  Not sure where the happy comes into this valley unless you have 
somehow managed to steal a par. 
 
#16 Deception  Par 3  170/162 
 
 The next hole is a wonderful short hole carved into the side of a hill.  The deception is that the water that 
appears in play short and right of the perched green is only a harm to a really wild tee ball.  The bunker short 
right of the green will gather most of the timid approaches to this diagonally set green that pitches left to right 
off the hill into which it is set.  A mid iron hit with a slight draw and some conviction should leave you with a 
good chance to make a score.  There is no deception in the sense of relief you have if you do land your tee shot 
safely on this green. 
 
#17 Quarry  Par 4  387/362 
 
 The finish here is very quirky-they would not do this in any contemporary design.  The seventeenth is a 
par four with a blind tee shot over a hill, featuring a steep second shot down the hill to a tough green.  From the 
tee your eye is drawn to the left but you really need to keep your drive to the right center of the fairway to have 
a clear view of the green set behind a stand of very old, very tall trees on the left of the fairway about 50 yards 
short of the surface.  Now you have the look of #2 at Columbia Country Club to a green set well below you on a 
slight mound-protected all around by deep bunkers.  If you have a short iron in your hand and a clear visual path 
to the green this is very manageable.  Any obscured path you are best to lay up just short of the green in the 
opening and pitch and putt your way to a par. 
 
#18  Thirsty Summit   Par 4  335/295 
 
 Appropriately named because you will need a wet tall one after the grueling climb up the hill to this last 
green.  The drive is very uphill-across an environmental no-no to a generous landing area above you.  A three 
wood for easier elevation of the tee shot may be in order.  The green is set back to the left behind a ring of 
bunkers and has a distinct pitch from right to left and back to front.  A ground hook will help you get it close to 
pins in the center and back of this green.  Not a startling finishing hole but in character to all you have seen on 
this inward half. 
 
 
May 2009 
 
 
(Note: Some of the descriptive herein was gleaned from internet sources like Golf Club Atlas and The Top 100 
Golfer Blog.  These were integrated into my own reflections of the course.) 
 
 


